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Abstract 

 There are closer links between DevOps and cloud computing.  

DevOps aims to optimize progress for user specifications to be 

swiftly incorporated in application output, while the cloud enables 

automated supply and scaling to manage application changes. IT 

experts in cloud computing sometimes make errors that they could 

easily prevent. The question is that best practices are still 

undefined. These fields are very fresh, but the problem can be more 

about people than technology, and the challenge is often more 

difficult for people to overcome. DevOps transforms the face of IT 

processes and continuously hear new tools and features unveiled 

by different companies to boost the DevOps pipeline. Electric 

Cloud is a well-known leader in automation and ongoing delivery 

of DevOps and recently released a new ElectricFlow version 

which gives programmers a new data-driven way to onboard apps. 

The consumerization of IT improves job satisfaction and managing 

efficiency by encouraging workers to bring their own" goods into 

the workplace. This streamlines the way activities are conducted 

and offers flexibility in updates and launches in the toolchain. 

"Today, ElectricFlow is allowing CD's 'consumerization' to 

introduce organizations and workers to secure and well-

controlled DevOps toolchain, introducing procedures, trends, 

methods, resources, and other techniques. DevOps and cloud 

computing do not exclude each other, but from a lay person's 

viewpoint, the relationship between them is often unclear and 

confusing. Although the technologies and infrastructure of cloud 

computing are concerned, DevOps is more concerned with 

processes and process enhancement. Yet in any organization's 

journey towards successful digital transformation, both DevOps 

and cloud computing are important.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

However, the rise of cloud computing allowed cloud-optimization 

alerts and monitoring to help development, IT, and security teams 

respond to performance challenges or provide new products 

without an on-site presence [1]. The supervision of network 

operational performance has in the past required an ongoing on-

site network operating center. Coloubdes is a technique that 

combines engineering and IT operations teams to streamline 

processes and procedures associated with software creation, 

system upgrades, and performance issues. CloudOps will assist in 

identifying an appropriate cloud strategy to promote the success of 

DevOps efforts. Improving coordination between technology and 

IT teams enables greater cooperation, aimed at reducing the time 

taken to deliver applications or upgrades, while also eliminating 

interruptions such as delays or downtime [1]. Combining 

development and testing with management and planning into a 

cohesive DevOps team offers a wider aspect of the system or 

application's strengths or weaknesses. Improved efficiency and 

continual effectiveness are two of the key goals of a DevOps 

approach and can promote these goals by digital transformation 

leveraging cloud services. CloudOps is short for cloud operations 

and the term is used to identify and define correct operating 

procedures to automate cloud IT services. DevOps and traditional 

cloud-based IT operations resulted in this. The use of the DevOps 

software has recently expanded rapidly. These resources are 

designed to create, integrate, and deliver a rapid IT service by 

enhancing communication among developers and operators. 

Everyone uses DevOps software to streamline their business 

processes, be it a start-up or a big organization. In the cloud, most 

people who use DevOps fight both a cultural and technological 

challenge. Heart and mind along with technology need to change. 

Training contributes to comprehension and acceptability. Cloud 

and DevOps preparation are the major players inside the 

organization, so you will even need to provide mentoring. You 

could tell everyone that they have to do it, or you can show them 

the way. This paper will look at how DevOps automation is 

streamlining cloud applications to bring about efficiency in the 

information and technology sector.  
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A. What matters in DevOps 

DevOps is a core element of customer loyalty and the faster 

production of value in addition to its efforts in breaking down 

barriers to collaboration and coordination between technology and 

IT operations teams. DevOps is also intended to promote market 

creativity and the continuous improvement of processes.   DevOps' 

methodology facilitates the faster, cheaper, and easier distribution 

of company value to the final customers of an enterprise. This 

interest may be more frequent launches, enhancements, or 

upgrades to items [1]. These can include the speed at which a new 

product or feature is released — all with the appropriate quality 

and safety standards. Or, it may concentrate on the quick finding 

and resolving a problem or error and then releasing it. DevOps also 

supports the underlying infrastructure with smooth performance, 

availability, and software stability, which are first designed and 

tested and then put into production. 

B. Type of DevOps 

Several common DevOps approaches can be used by 

companies to speed up and enhance production and releases of 

products. We take the form of approaches and procedures for 

software creation. Scrum, Kanban, and Agile are among the most 

popular [2].  Scrum explains how a team leader should work to 

speed up production and QA tasks. Scrum activities include main 

workflows (sprints, time boxes, regular scrum [meeting]), and 

defined positions (Scrum Master, owner of a product). Kanban 

came from the Toyota factory floor efficiency improvements [2]. 

Kanban sets out that the progress of WIPs on a Kanban board 

should be tracked. Earlier agile methods of production of 

applications also have a significant effect on the practice and tools 

of DevOps. Many DevOps approaches implemented agile 

programming components, including Scrum and Kanban. Some 

agile methods are related to a better response to evolving demands 

and requirements, documentation of user experience, regular 

support, and continuous customer reviews. Agile also prescribes 

shorter lifecycles of software creation rather than long 

conventional methods of waterfall development [3]. 

 
Fig i: DevOps team types [3] 

c. Toolchain in DevOps 

DevOps followers also use other DevOps-friendly devices in 

their "toolchain" of DevOps. The purpose of these tools is to 

further enhance the software delivery process (or the "pipeline") at 

different levels, shorten and simplify it. Some such tools often 

support key automation, collaboration, and alignment concepts of 

DevOps between engineering and business teams. The following 

provides a range of instruments used in various DevOps lifecycle 

processes. The planning process contributes to identifying market 

interests and requirements. Jira or Git are sample methods for 

monitoring and handling established problems. 

III. DevOps VS CLOUDOPS 

DevOps is a methodology that incorporates IT 

development teams for streamline software development and 

system updates as well as solve performance challenges, processes, 

and procedures. Working to improve coordination between 

technology and IT teams enables greater cooperation, aimed at 

reducing the time required to deliver applications or upgrades, 

while also eliminating interruptions such as delays or downtime 

[4]. Combining development and testing with operations and 

support into a cohesive DevOps team offers a wider view of the 

system or application's strengths or weaknesses. 

Improved efficiency and continual effectiveness are two of the key 

goals of a DevOps approach and can promote these goals by digital 

transformation leveraging cloud services [5]. CloudOps is short for 

cloud operations and the term is used to identify and define correct 

operating procedures to automate cloud IT services. It is the result 

of DevOps and conventional Cloud-based IT processes. 

Effective cloud migration patterns help in a better understanding 

of network resources' current capabilities instead of trying to adapt 

existing operational methods to the cloud platform [6]. CloudOps, 

therefore, needs a change in thought around the enterprise. Aside 

from regular procedures, however, the temporary pain is beneficial 

for its advantages, which include: 
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a) Scalability-Cloud technology ensures that without adding 

additional space or equipment you can increase or 

decrease capacity at all times. The planning and 

management of resources and assets are virtualized [7]. 

 

b) Automation: Cloud services automate many SDLC 

processes, contributing to self-healing systems and 

reducing device or consumer disturbances. 

 

c) Accessibility: the absence of on-site servers enables 

organizations to run servers from virtually anywhere. 

 

d) Cloud computing enables programs that share similar 

resources to coexist without contact [8]. 

 

e) Backup management: Because data is not centrally 

located or physically stored onsite, cloud infrastructure 

automatically incorporates disaster recovery processes. 

 

f) Cost measurements monitor the use of cloud services, 

making budget allocation simpler. 

 

g) Continuous operations: Cloud-based services can be used 

constantly and if the right processes exist, applications 

can be upgraded and used without interruption of service. 

IV. AUTOMATION IN DEVOPS 

Automation allows the developers, operators, testers, and 

other stakeholders in DevOps to automate the tasks performed in 

the creation and deployment of software. Automating activities 

such as integration, testing, build and software delivery, reduces 

delays and risks because such activities are time-consuming and 

error-prone if done manually [8]. Regarding the delivery of a new 

release, in particular, it can be a complicated work for many 

applications, as explained by Humble and Farley. For example, it 

could mean setting up and configuring web servers in the case of 

web applications [8]. It can also involve fixing any unpredictable 

errors so that the new release can run properly. Such activities are 

hard to do manually [9]. Delivering and deploying a new release 

manually is error-prone and can lead to delays and additional 

expenses. These problems affect primarily the operations team, 

further increasing the risk of tension between them and the 

development team. For all the aforementioned reasons, DevOps 

relies heavily on automation. One of the core concepts in DevOps 

automation is the deployment pipeline Humble and Farley. Based 

on Gill, Loumish, and Riat in and Huttermann in, we understood 

that the term delivery pipeline is often used instead. A deployment 

pipeline, according to Humble and Farley in is the process that 

changes in the source code have to go through to become visible 

to the end-users. In other words, it is the process of getting the 

software under development from version control to the 

production environment. DevOps optimizes the deployment 

pipeline, by automating every step of the pipeline, to avoid delays 

during the development process. In doing so, DevOps achieves 

continuous practices, like CI, CD, CDE, and continuous 

monitoring [10]. 

 
Fig ii: Streamlining DevOps automation for Cloud 

applications [13] 

  

V. TOOLS IN DEVOPS 

A wide variety of tools can be used to automate various 

steps of the development process such as source code management, 

build, test, and deploy. DevOps readily makes use of many of them, 

not just for reducing manual labor and potential errors that come 

with it, but also as a means to get continuous feedback during the 

development process so that problems can be quickly detected and 

fixed, as well to support better communication and collaboration 

between the teams. From the literature review Huttermann, we 

understood that tools for the automation of development activities 

already existed before the advent of DevOps, but many such tools 

renamed themselves as DevOps tools after DevOps came. 

Selecting the appropriate tools is important for any DevOps 

organization. Different tools are used to support different aspects 

of the development process. Tool selection depends mainly on 

product features and customer/user needs [11]. We identified 

various DevOps tools categories from the literature which are 

listed below:  

1. Source code management (SCM) Tools: Source code 

management is a set of practices to track changes in the source 

code of the software. SCM is used for versioning and enabling 

teams to work together from different locations. Version control 

manages the changes in the source code and controls the 

collaboration among developers during coding. Source code 

management can be and should be used to track changes in any 

artifact that can evolve during the software development process, 

such as scripts for configuring systems or networks [12]. Through 

SCM tools developers can share their code and can work from 

multiple locations. The most used and popular tool in version 

control is GitHub because it supports distributed systems and is a 

freemium and an open-source tool. Other popular source code 

tools include Subversion, Mercurial, and Bitbucket. 

2. Build Tools: Build is the process of preparing an executable 

program or set of programs out of a set of source code files for a 

particular software product. This can involve the compilation of 

the source code into machine instructions for specific computer 

architecture, but it can involve other steps such as handling 

dependencies [14]. For example, in case the source code uses an 

external library. There are many tools available for building 

software applications, such as Ant, Maven, Gradle, MS Build, 

NANT. Gradle is the most widely used tool as it combines features 

from other tools, such as Ant, Maven, Gant, and MSBuild.  

3. Continuous Integration (CI) Tools: Developers integrate and 

merge code in an automated way. During this process, the code is 

submitted to the common source code of the software under 
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development for building and testing. In case something went 

wrong, CI tools typically give related feedback immediately to 

alert the developers. Travis CI, Jenkins, TeamCity, and Codeship 

fall into this category. Jenkins is one of the most popular tools 

among them.  

4. Configuration Management: It is defined as the process of 

establishing and maintaining the consistency of software products 

throughout their life cycle, by tracking changes to any artifacts 

used and managing the different versions of each artifact. For 

example, a user request for a new feature has to be tracked by the 

developers throughout its journey from a requirement to an 

implemented feature in the final software product. This may 

involve tracking any related changes to the source code as well as 

the test that were written for this feature [15]. There are many tools 

available for configuration, such as Chef, Puppet, Ansible.  

5. Cloud Tools: Cloud tools integrate deployment and 

collaboration to support DevOps practices, so they are often used 

by DevOps practitioners. Popular cloud tools include but are not 

limited to Microsoft Azure and IBM services [16]. Amazon web 

services provide a variety of services for DevOps. For example, 

Amazon Beanstalk supports Continuous Deployment.  

6. Automated Testing: Testing is an important process in the 

automated DevOps pipeline. DevOps combines with cloud 

software and testing which is called Testing as a Service. It 

improves the collaboration and quality of the software product. 

DevOps always continuously makes testing in combination with 

automation. Tools such as Cucumber, Selenium, JMeter, etc. are 

some of the examples of testing tools [17]. Containers: Containers 

are generally used for developing the platforms and deploying the 

applications in the infrastructure. Containers reduce the time 

between the developing code and 1production. For DevOps people, 

containers are easy for deploying and maintaining. Docker 

Containers and Kubernetes for orchestrating the containers are the 

important ones. Containers are really helpful for DevOps 

developers as they lower overheads [18]. In microservices, each 

service is divided into smaller parts called micro. Developers and 

Operators work together on each smaller part so that coordination 

among team members will be improved. Containers help 

microservices to deploy independently as they are operated in 

isolated environments [19].  

8. Deployment tools: The purpose of these tools is to handle the 

deployment of new releases automatically. After every change in 

the source code, tests are performed, and the new updated version 

will be released without manual work [20]. Many of the big 

software companies Facebook, Netflix, GitHub uses continuous 

deployment to improve the efficiency of their work [21]. Tools like 

Capistrano, Jenkins, Ansible are used for deployment.  

9. DevOps Database Tools Airaj, (2016): Database management 

tools are responsible for handling the data, the metadata, 

procedures, and the database schemas. In DevOps, databases can 

be used as code (DbaC), which means they are treated the same as 

the source code of the software under development and go through 

the same process, i.e. continuous delivery and continuous 

deployment [23]. Tools that are often used for database 

management in DevOps include DBmaestro, MongoDB.  

10. Monitoring tools: These tools monitor CPU load, RAM, 

memory space, and try to solve the infrastructure problems which 

might affect the business solutions. Nagios is the most used 

monitoring tools. Other than Nagios, NewRelic, Cacti is also used 

for monitoring [24]. Monitoring tools are more beneficial to cloud 

applications. Examples of monitoring tools are New Relic, 

Graphite. 

11. Collaboration Tools: DevOps is mainly established based on 

trust, open communications, and good collaboration. DevOps 

encourages teams to share responsibility, ideas, and goals. Tools 

like Jira, Slack are mainly used for collaboration [25]. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

DevOps is developing theory, paradigm and allows 

consumers to create new software features or products more 

quickly and faster. DevOps's approach encourages direct and 

continuous coordination between the application development 

teams (Dev) and the IT operating team (Ops) of their partners in 

collaboration, participation, visibility, and accountability [26].   

Every step of the DevOps process has its intimate relationship: 

from initial planning to coding, design, testing, and release, to 

implementation, service, and ongoing monitoring. This closer 

connection between 'DEV' and 'OPS.' This partnership encourages 

continuous input from customers to further strengthen, develop, 

test, and deploy. The quicker, more consistent disclosure of the 

necessary changes or additions is one consequence of these 

efforts.   In some regions, DevOps goals can be divided into four 

categories: history, authorization, initiatives, and communication 

(CAMS) and tools from DevOps. Such tools can streamline and 

coordinate production and operational workflows, automating 

time-consuming, manual and static installation, creation, 

monitoring, implementation or surveillance activities previously 
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